
Errata to “Higher Index Theory”

January 3, 2024

Thank you to Hengda Bao, Xiaoman Chen, Shixun Cui, Johannes Ebert,

Kun Gao, Arturo Jaime, Saroj Niraula, Shintaro Nishikawa, Jiawen Zhang,

and Bo Zhu for these, and apologies to other readers there are so many.

Please do send more (rufus@math.hawaii.edu); errata to the errata are also

welcome.

• Page 55. In Exercise 1.9.9, u should be defined to be “

˜

1 0

0 ´1

¸

”, not

“

˜

1 0

0 1

¸

”.

• Page 67. In the last two lines of Definition 2.2.1, “if they there is”

should be “if there is”.

• Page 67. Page 67, the second displayed line in the formula has a sign

error, and should read

“ u´ 1 “ 2e0e1 ´ e0 ´ e1 “ p1´ 2e0qp1´ e1q ”.

• Page 68. In the sentence below line (2.3), “v1” should be “vπ{2”.

• Page 70. In the fifth line of Construction 2.2.8, it should say “any quasi-

idempotent a in M8pAq”, not “any quasi-idempotent e in M8pAq”.

• Page 71. In Remark 2.2.10, the reference to “line (2.2.1)” should be to

“Proposition 2.2.9”.
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• Page 87. In the sentence above the fourth displayed line, “lifting Q”

should be “lifting u”.

• Page 94. In the fourth displayed line from bottom, in the formula

“ βApeq : z ÞÑ zp` p1MnpAq ´ eq ”,

the “p” should be an “e”.

• Page 97. In the last line, in the formula “pφjq˚prpis ´ rqisq “ rps ´ rqs”,

the “i” subscripts should be “j”.

• Page 99. In the statement of Proposition 2.7.5, “αpaqvv˚ “ αpaq”

should be “αpaqv˚v “ αpaq”.

• Page 101. In the last displayed line, the definition of v as “v :“
ř8

n“2 vn” is nonsense1. What we meant to do was define α :“
ř8

n“2 advn
(convergence in the pointwise-strong operator topology). Then replace

“adv” everywhere it appears in the proof by “α”.

• Page 104. In the fourth displayed line

“ rvipiv
˚
i s ´ rviqv

˚
i s “ rpis ´ rqis ”,

the “q” should be “qi”.

• Page 105. In Definition 2.7.14, wherever “πA” occurs, it should be

“πA”, and similarly for “πB”.

• Page 100. In the last two lines of the proof of Proposition 2.7.5, “φ :

K˚pM2pAqq Ñ K˚pAq” should be “φ : K˚pM2pCqq Ñ K˚pCq”.

• Page 119. In Construction 2.9.11, the element “v” is not defined. It is

the unitary multiplier
˜

1 0

0 ´1

¸

implementing the grading on M2pAbKq.

• Page 172. In Example 4.2.4 in the fifth line, the support of Vε should

be tpps, tq, xq P Y ˆX | x “ s and t ď εu.

1This one is particularly embarrassing.
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• Page 175. Three lines from the bottom, “fpBpx; sqq” should be “fpBpx; 1qq”.

• Page 199. In the displayed line in condition (ii), “ρpx, yq” should be

“dpx, yq”.

• Page 202. In Definition 5.1.10, there is a parenthesis “q” missing in

“dY pfpx1q, fpx2qq” in the definition of ωf prq.

• Pages 203. Lemma 5.1.12 does not work if X is the empty set, which

should be excluded. Similarly, the empty set should be excluded in the

considerations of functoriality throughout this section.

• Page 218. Two lines from bottom, “tz P Z | Repzq ą 1{2u” should be

“tz P C | Repzq ą 1{2u”.

• Page 222. In Definition 6.2.1 part (i), “tK ě 0” should be “tK ě 1”.

• Page 224. Lemma 6.2.7 does not work if X is the empty set, which

should be excluded. Similarly, the empty set should be excluded from

all considerations of functoriality in this section and Section 6.3. This

does not apply to Proposition 6.3.3, where the empty set is an example,

and to Section 6.4, where it is important that the empty set is an

allowed object.

• Page 236. In Definition 6.4.3 part (i), “tK ě 0” should be “tK ě 1”.

• Page 238. In Definition 6.4.8, “tK ě 0” should be “tK ě 1” both places

it appears.

• Page 239. In the proof of Lemma 6.4.11, in the displayed formula

“ χKφppTtqq “

˜

0‘
8
à

n“1

χKTt

¸

”,

the “φ” should be “β”.

• Pages 251-2. In Remark 6.5.2, “tK ě 0” should be “tK ě 1” in all three

places it appears.
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• Page 261. In the second line of the proof of Proposition 6.6.2, “tK ě 0”

should be “tK ě 1” .

• Page 261. Just below line (6.9), it is claimed that “the same proof as

Lemma 6.4.11 shows that K˚pC
˚
L,0pHXq

Gq “ 0”. This is misleading as

the necessary proof is a little more complicated. It can be fixed by

redefining the map β using the formula

pTtq ÞÑ

˜

0‘
8
à

n“1

Tt`n

¸

;

this ensures that the image of pTtq under β is locally compact for all

‘time’ t. As the function t ÞÑ Tt is uniformly continuous, we still see

that α ` β and β induce the same map on K-theory, via conjugation

by an isometry, and a homotopy (compare for example [2, Proof of

Proposition 3.5 on page 662]); the proof then goes through as in 6.4.11.

• Page 262. In the top line, “V TV ˚” should be “V ˚TV ”.

• Page 271. In Exercise 6.8.11, “HX ‘X” should be “HX ‘H”.

• Page 271. In Exercise 6.8.15, C˚L,ogpHXq is defined to be the ˚-algebra

of all bounded uniformly continuous functions from r1,8q to the Roe

algebra C˚pHXq such that proppTtq Ñ 0 as t Ñ 8. It should be

defined to be the completion of this ˚-algebra. In case it helps to be

more explicit: the metric d in this exercise is the given proper metric

on X.

• Page 283. In Definition 7.2.1, the map f is a bijection onto its image,

not strictly a bijection as stated.

• Page 284. In Definition 7.2.2, “such that each σi contains pxi´1, xiq”

should say “such that each σi contains txi´1, xiu”.

• Page 287. The last sentence of Definition 7.2.8 should say “The Rips

complex PrpZq of Z is defined to be the space SrpZq equipped with the

metric dPr .”
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• Page 289. In the displayed chain of inequalities about three quarters

of the way down, the second line should say

“ ě mint1, au

˜

n
ÿ

i“0

dσpF qpxi, yiq `
n´1
ÿ

i“0

dσpF qpyi, xi`1q

¸

”

(the sums and the set braces are currently missing).

• Page 291. The last displayed line says

“ h : Y ˆ r0, 1s Ñ p1´ tqf0pyq ` tf1pyq ”

and should say

“ h : Y ˆ r0, 1s Ñ PspZq, py, tq ÞÑ p1´ tqf0pyq ` tf1pyq ”.

• Page 298. In definition 7.4.1, the last sentence should finish “and con-

tractible universal cover EG”.

• Page 300. In the proof of Theorem 7.4.4, the reference about four fifths

of the way down to Theorem 7.4.4 should be to Theorem 7.4.3.

• Page 302. Just above Definition 7.4.6, we should have “X “ PrpZq”,

not “X “ PrpXq”.

• Page 302. The last word of Definition 7.4.6 should be “equivalence”,

not “equivariant”.

• Page 302. In the proof of Theorem 7.4.7, the displayed line saying

“ Z “tµ P `1pGq | µ ě 0 and }µ} ď 1uz

tµ P `1pGq | µ ě 0 and 1{2 ă }µ}u ”

and should say

“ Z “tµ P `1pGq | µ ě 0 and }µ} ď 1uz

tµ P `1pGq | µ ě 0 and }µ} ď 1{2u ”.

As a result the explanation for local compactness is wrong: it should

say that Z is locally compact as it is the complement of a closed set in

a compact set.
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• Page 303. In the statement of Theorem 7.4.8, the left hand side says

“ lim
YĎEG

KG
˚ pEGq” and should say “ lim

YĎEG
KG
˚ pY q”.

• Page 315. In the bottom line, “1908s” should be “1980s”.

• Page 440, and 454-455. The statement of Proposition 12.1.10 parts (ix)

and (x) on page 440 can (and should) be strengthened as follows; the

strengthened version is needed for the proof of Lemma 12.3.9 on page

454-455. Point (ix) should be strengthened to: “For all ε1 ą 0 there

exists R1 ą 0 such that for all R ě R1, all s P r1,8q and all x P E we

have that

}pΨpBs,xq
2
´ 1qp1´ χx,Rq} ă ε1.”

Point (x) should be strengthened to: “For all ε2 ą 0 and all r ą 0 there

exists R2 ą 0 such that for all R ě R2, all s P r2d,8q, and all x, y P E

with |x´ y| ď r we have that

}pΨpBs,xq ´ΨpBs,yqqp1´ χx,Rq} ă ε2.”

The (delicate) proof of these statements can be found in Appendix A

of [1], due to Bao, Chen, and Zhang.

• Pages 522-523. Everywhere “Y ” appears in the proof of Lemma A.3.14,

it should be “X”.

• Page 523. In the third line of the displayed chain of inequalities near

the top of the page, “dY py, g
´1hq” should be “dY py, g

´1hyq” (and “Y ”

should be “X” as in the previous erratum).
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